B-66

Diesel or Electric Horizontal Grinder

B-66 Mobile Wood Grinder
Product Specifications

High Volume “Perfect In One Pass” TM Grinding Technology

B-66
Mobile Wood Grinder / Colorizer
- Length: 49’ 7”
- Width: 9’ 9”
- Height: 13’ 3”
- Weight: approximately 67,500 lbs.

Designed for high-volume biomass fuel and mulch production, the Rotochopper B-66 offers an unparalleled combination of efficiency and
particle sizing control. More versatile than any grinder on the market,
the B-66 will deliver high quality finished products from a wide range
of feedstocks.

Power Supply
- 765 HP diesel — 700 HP electric
- 340 gallon fuel capacity
- PT Tech micro processor engaged HTPO - Clutch
- Reversing radiator fan

This solid, sophisticated grinder combines time-tested Rotochopper
technology, like our hydraulic screen installation system and patented
Slab Ramp, with features designed for its larger size and horsepower,
including a unique replaceable mount rotor and powerfeed lift system
(patent pending). These exclusive features maximize efficiency, simplify maintenance, and optimize finished product value.

Feed System
- 66” W x 32” H infeed clearance
- 56” W x 16” L heavy duty steel belt infeed conveyor
- 32” diameter x 66” W power feed roller
- Auto power sensing with optional 24 V wireless remote
Rotor
- 42” diameter x 66” W
- 5.4375” diameter shaft
- Replaceable mounts with indexible teeth
Conveyor Discharge
- 48” W x 26’ L (19’ dump height)

Like every Rotochopper grinder, the B-66 is designed with a commitment to “Perfect In One Pass” TM finished product quality and ease
of operation. Operators can conveniently swap screens from the
ground level, quickly matching screen style to end product needs.
The ability to achieve finished product specifications without hassle
sets the B-66 apart from any machine in its class. It’s an advantage
that you can see where it matters most—your bottom line.

Trailer (Axles, Hitches)
- 3 - 22,500 lb axles / 6 wheels
- Detachable fifth wheel hitch
Options
- Air Compressor
- Magnetic head pulley or cross belt magnet
- PAS one pass grind and color system
- Crawler tracks with or without transport dolly
- Dust hood
- Bale pre-processor

The B-66 can be equipped with the optional
Rotochopper patented grind and color system
for making perfect colored mulch in one pass.
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